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Citation
ERNEST JOHN SWALM
We honor him for his contribution to the cause of peace.
Believing that peace begins with God, he has unstintingly
given himself to preaching the Gospel of Peace. In the more
than three hundred revivals he has conducted, thousands
have chosen to walk in the ways of the Prince of Peace. He
has called not only for reconciliation with God, but also
among men. As evangelist, pastor, bishop, and influential
churchman, he has promoted brotherhood, harmony, and
mutuality in his communion. By the warmth of his
personality, his perceptive insight, and his readiness to
perform the undemanded service, he has acquitted himself
well as an ambassador for peace.
Refusing military service as a draftee in World War I, he
was prosecuted and imprisoned for conscience' sake.
Maintaining a spirit of love throughout that experience, he
became a strong advocate for nonresistance. His recounting
of his experiences and sharing his convictions helped
prepare the historic peace churches for the trials of World
War II. During that conflict, he traveled widely, advising the
church and encouraging those who had taken a stand for
peace. For twenty-five years he led his own brethren in
discovering the designs of peace in a restless era, serving for
that time as chairman of the Peace, Relief, and Service
Committee. Thus he has made a lasting imprint upon his
time.
In recognition of his wide-ranging ministries, his courageous stand for Biblical nonresistance, and his faithful
proclamation of the message of Christian love, we, the
Messiah College community, are privileged today to honor
Brother Ernest John Swalm.
-Citation presented at Messiah College Commencement
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Editorial
THE FUTURE and MESSIAH
The condition of private higher education is well known.
The word crisis is widely used in describing it. Increasing
costs, decreasing receipts, declining enrollments, departing
faculty, and growing indebtedness are symptoms of a
problem which has already resulted in the demise of a
number of colleges and predicts the death of many more in
the decade ahead.
A relatively new denominational college and seminary
with strong evangelical moorings has within the past year
requested of the sponsoring denomination authorization to
borrow one and a half million dollars to cover present and
anticipated operating deficits. My alma mater, whose seal
bears the founding date of 1787, reported an operating
deficit for the past fiscal year of one-half million dollars.
These are only two cases picked at random which
illustrate that for young and old, evangelical and liberal the
crisis is no respector of age or theology.
This state of affairs and the wide spread publicity which
has been given to it has understandably raised questions in
the minds of the supporting constituencies as to the future
of the private college. If it is ,a dying cause what does a
sense of stewardship suggest as it affects the use of the
funds one has to give to Christian causes. And an equally
proper question relates to the counselling of youth whether
or not to attend an institution or that type of institution
whose continuance is so uncertain.
Messiah College
Against the sobering backdrop of crisis for the private
college we as a denomination and as supporting constituents of Messiah have reason for gratitude. In a time when
deficit budgets and "red ink" financial statements are the
usual pattern, Messiah has been operating in the black. At
the same time the college has launched and is in the process
of completing the largest capital fund drive among its
constituents it has ever undertaken—the Jacob F. Eisenhower Campus Center. There has been and continues to be
a policy of sound and conservative fiscal policy at Messiah.
The enrollment of the college is running against the
trend. It is growing. The student enrollment for 1969-70
was 614; in 1970-71 it was 700. An enrollment of
approximately 750 is anticipated for the fall of 1971. A
new men's residence hall is being completed for fall
occupancy. Ground has been broken for the "Campus
Center." The curriculum is being enriched with needed
majors. This is evidence that Messiah continues to be a vital
institution.
The careful fiscal policies have not resulted in an inferior
academic program. Creative programs reflect the vigor of
the college's academic life. The creation of an urban
campus in Philadelphia across Broad Street from Temple
University has captured the imagination of educators. A
recent news item in Christianity Today referred to a group
of colleges with which Messiah was identified as the "ivy
league of evangelical colleges." Quite likely "ivy league"
does not carry the same weight it would have a generation
ago, but it was an attempt by the journalist to attest to the
caliber of academic life at Messiah.
The uncertainty of the role* of a Christian liberal arts
church-related college has not had the deadening affect on
Messiah as it has had in numerous institutions. The college
is not apologetic for its Christian position nor its liberal arts
philosophy. It is not frustrated because it is not what others
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are but has a sense of its own identity. A sense of Christian
commitment marks its faculty. A responsibility to the
supporting denomination and constituencies is recognized.
(The interview on pages four through six is evidence of this
concern.) Reports by students at the spring meeting of the
Board of Trustees revealed that there is evidence of vital
Christian faith on the campus—the exuberant type of faith
that any pastor would covet for his congregation.
The Future
It would be misleading if the foregoing suggested that
the future for Messiah College will be without problems and
that there is no longer the need for support and concern. It
is predicted that the financial pressures which have already
taken their toll on many campuses will continue and that
the traditional sources of income from increased student
fees and enlarging enrollment will have reached the level
where these will no longer provide the additional income
that the colleges will need. Messiah can hardly be expected
to escape this eventual squeeze.
T here are administrative policies by which an alert
college will attempt to come to terms with this growing
financial pressure but there are limits to economies which
can be effected without jeopardizing the quality of instruction and the academic life. Outside funds will continue to
be needed and in increased amounts. The present supporting cons^tutents must continue their support and indeed
increase it.
Government recognizes the value of private education
and is apparently moving in the direction of making public
funds available to private colleges. The danger involved in
the acceptance of public funds is greater or less depending
upon to whom one talks. It will be fair to say that whatever
the risk it will be 'a risk most colleges will choose to take if
the alternative is the closing of its doors or even the settling
for a mediocre program. The other option for a churchrelated college is a mission-motivated support by the church
that sees its college as a crucial mission of the church and
for its support will give gifts comparable to the need.
The College and the Church
The ties between Messiah and the Church are more than
monetary. The College's roots are deep in the Church. The
influence of the Church—its doctrine and its heritage—have
given the College a uniqueness that has contributed to its
appeal to students and faculty. There is a biblical tension
between action and piety. The influence of both Menno
Simons and John Wesley is there—strong enough to give a
unique quality to the life of the community but neither is
dominant enough for the institution to bear his name.
The Church is indebted to the College and deeply
dependent upon it. There are times when better communication is needed and more understanding would be
helpful. It is so natural to expect behavioural standard of
the College that is seldom found in our congregations.
Indeed, many expect the College to demand a pattern of
life that the homes do not require. Nor do adults always
remember the trauma of moving from a childhood faith to
a personal faith. Sometimes this involves a journey of some
length and there are detours en route. The College
community is made up of youth attempting to find such a
faith and to discover a life which is their own.
No one can foretell what demands the future will make
upon our Church on behalf of the College. It is difficult to
believe that the need for a Christian college will be less in
the days ahead than it has been in the years past. If this is
true it would suggest that no sacrifice is too great nor any
demand too costly to assure the continuance of this
relationship.

an interview

"Let's Talk about Messiah'
This article is the result of three Messiah faculty
members, a pastor, and an editor w i t h a tape recorder
spending an evening together. Hopefully the editor asked
questions that readers would ask if they had the opportunity. The questions related primarily to the relations of
College and Church and the spiritual climate on campus.
Dr. Martin Schrag is Professor of History of Christianity
and Chairman of the Division of Religion and Philosophy;
Dr. Morris Sider is Professor of History and English
Literature; Ronald L. Miller is Assistant Professor of Music;
The Reverend Isaac Kanode is pastor of the Manheim
Brethren in Christ Church.

Zercher: Each of you is identified with Messiah College
recognized as a liberal arts and church-related institution or
with the church to which the college is related. What do
you see as the role of this type of college in the life of a
denomination? What do you think the college contributes
to the life of a denomination?
Schrag: I think one thing that is rather foundational is the
effort to translate, maintain and interpret the faith. This
both in terms of transmitting the heritage and relating the
theological, spiritual heritage with the theological climate
of the present time, and in that sense then, also try to
project something into the future.
Sider: It seems to me that the church, the denomination,
should be aware of the times, should have a sense of what is
developing in the world. I would suggest that college
faculty as trained people have a role to fill here. College
faculty are going to be among the more knowledgeable of
what is happening in the field of theology and sociology
and many of the contemporary trends, and are in a very
good position to keep the church informed and up-to-date
on these current issues.
Kanode: Another area that is quite pertinent in this regard
is the broad interest which the young people from the
congregation who go to the college bring back to the local
congregation. There is also the training of missionaries, and
pastors, who go out from that local congregation to serve
the church and the Christian community in a wider
perspective. This all gives the local congregation a wide
breadth of interest that certainly would be lacking, and
seriously lacking, if these young folk wouldn't have had the
benefit of going to a church-related college.
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Zercher: You have touched on the interpretive role of the
college as it relates to the heritage, the teachings, and
theology of a denomination. Is there any other role that the
college has?
Sider: It seems to me there is a very practical aspect of this,
and this goes back I think to some of the suggestions
already made. I think that one can make a very good case
that one of the practical functions of the Christian college
is simply to preserve the young people for the church. It
seems to me that the kind of young people that come here
are the sort of young people who are headed for college
someplace. They are going to be very questioning students
if they go to any self-respecting college, and here at Messiah
College, at a church-related college they are working and
studying with faculty who are deeply committed to the
church. I myself, on numerous occasions, have talked very
closely; sometimes very plainly with students about not
forsaking the church, but going back into the congregations
and helping the life of the congregation there. I think
there's a preservative element that we shouldn't lose sight
of.
Zercher: One of the problems, of course, that we hear from
the home churches is that the youth go off to college but
never come back. They may not be lost to the church but
they are, for all practical purposes, lost to the home
congregation. What do we say about this?
Miller: If they are going away to college I believe it would
not follow that Messiah College is necessarily responsible
for having them leave the home congregation. I believe if
anything, going to Messiah would help a person who is
going away to school to remain closer to the church. Maybe
not necessarily the home congregation.
Kanode: I think this certainly is very true that they may
not all come back to the home congregation, and yet as the
minister's role is changing these days from that of being a
minister who carries all the responsibility to more of an
overseer in the congregation, in which he needs to have key
persons who have the ability to relate to many different
areas of social life—I think the young folk who go to college
and come back certainly are finding a broader field even in
the area of the humanities, to serve the local congregation.
Schrag: I'd like to make a couple of points; the one is that
the Christian faith is a commitment to mobility and the
fact that a person goes to college accentuates that mobility.
At the same time one of our responsibilities at the college is
to train people, to assist people in finding their role in the
Evangelical
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" I would hope that the life-style of a Messiah Alumnus would be
service-oriented, rooted in a personal relationship with God. I would hope
that through their years here at Messiah they would realize that the starting
point of all of life is the relationship with God in Christ. But I would hope
that our students do not end up being merely what is sometimes called
"spiritual," that is to say, only concerned with the vertical relationship. I
would hope that they could realize not only the source of grace but that
they would be service concerned. Not concerned primarily with economic
well-being, not concerned primarily with status, but that they would be
among those . . . who would feed the hungry and clothe the naked."
-Dr. Martin Schrag

local congregation, whether it's going back to the home
congregation or going back to some other congregation. But
I would certainly hope that if we do that task of preparing
people to serve in the local congregation that some will
return to the home congregation, and will find their
mobility in that situation and make their contribution
there. I think this is part of the challenge that we at the
college haven't fully met.

getting out into the churches and speaking there and
entering into dialogue with the local church.

Zercher: We've talked a good deal about the responsibility
of the college to the denomination. What could we say if
we were to reverse that question. What do you see as the
responsibility of the denomination to its college?

Schrag: Well, I think it is rather obvious that the uniqueness
of the college lies in the fact that there are three theological
heritages that play into the Brethren in Christ church's
point of view, and it is the interaction and understanding of
these three traditions that certainly gives the religious
uniqueness to the college and from that religious uniqueness then we evaluate the disciplines, the so-called academic
disciplines, so I think that it is the bringing together of the
evangelical point of view, the holiness view, and the
Anabaptist point of view, and bringing these three traditions to bear on modern life. I think that herein lies our
uniqueness.

Kanode: I think first of all, speaking as a pastor, the
denomination owes support to the college financially. It
also owes support to the college as far as directing and
guiding students to the college. It owes the college moral
support by standing by the college and lending whatever
moral support the local congregation can. And certainly I
think the local congregation owes the college prayer
support.
Sider: I'd like to suggest that one of the things the church
needs to do is not to expect more of the college than she
does of the congregation. I sometimes have the feeling,
perhaps erroneously, that in a limited sense there is a sort
of double standard here. I know from what students have
told me—if you can believe students and I think you can to
a large degree—things go on in the congregation that if they
went on at Messiah College then right away you know
Messiah College would be branded something rather evil. It
seems to me that a greater trust is needed on the part of the
church towards the college—a trust that would assume that
the faculty does have a great appreciation for the church. I
think most of the faculty, for example, of Messiah College
are from Brethren in Christ backgrounds and are deeply
committed and have a great appreciation and love for the
church. I think the church should realize and see that there
is a basis for trust that they can have in those faculty
members and in the college.
Schrag: I think that one thing we could work at from both
sides is a seeking of more understanding and conversation,
more interaction. There is no substitute for learning to
know one another and talking things over, and if we
sometimes go our own way the end result is misunderstanding. So I would want to urge that both from the
college's point of view and from the church's point of view
that we make special efforts to enter into conversation and
carry on in this way. Messiah College faculty should be
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Zercher: What do you see as the unique quality—the unique
role—of Messiah College within the community of colleges.
What do you see as a distinct quality or characteristic of
Messiah in contrast to other evangelical colleges, or is it just
another Christian college?

Zercher: Can anyone give me an illustration of how that
works out in a classroom? What do you see happening in
the life of students as a result of this?
Sider: Well, I think partly because of our background and
partly also because of our location we are doing some
things. For example, our concern with brotherhood. There
is our program at Temple University. Also, our students are
working, I think very admirably, in the innercity at
Harrisburg.
Zercher: How does this work out in what we would term
the spiritual emphasis on the campus? What can we expect
on this college campus of a religious emphasis in comparison with other college campuses who do not share this
same combination of heritage?
Schrag: All three heritages accentuate the personal part of
faith. The concern with personal conversion, the concern
with personal holiness, the concern with personal outreach,
so that there is, I think, a very strong accent here because
all three traditions play into this. All three traditions also
have something to say about social implications of the
faith. Some coming at this social life from a more
traditional point of view, some coming at it from a more
conservative point of view, some from a rather modern
point of view, others from a more radical point of view, and
it's these traditions playing upon one another that gives you
real "yeast" to trying to relate the social order. to page six

about the matter of spiritual growth. The second group is a
group that calls themselves the "House Church." This is
also a group that meets to share the nature of the spiritual
life and to speak to one another about what the Christian
life means. I think that these spontaneous groups that are
emerging speak very well for the spirituality of the school
and for a certain creativity as the young people are questing
to find what the Lord would have them do in their lives.
Sider: I think Mr. Miller's point about what happens in the
long run is a very valid one. I think our young people have
come up through revival services too often where it has
been simply an emotional experience. Some of our students
who were knowledgeable of the situation at Asbury
suggested that the revival at Asbury was all right for those
connected with it but the revival did not reach across the
tracks to the Negro community. It seems to me that sort of
attitude has made the student at Messiah College question
some of the tradition and methods of evangelism.
Zercher: Do you sense that the attitude of students on
Messiah College campus is a reaction against things that
they've experienced in the local congregation?

Judy Barr, R.N., former student of Messiah College, performing a
medical examination at Hospital Grande Riviere du Nord, Haiti.
Judy is a member of the Grantham congregation.

Zercher: Some time ago, as you recall, there was quite a
movement that began on the Asbury College campus and
people wondered when it was going to come to the Messiah
College campus, and as far as I know there was not the
same type of moving here as was said to have happened
there. Would you confirm this observation and if so does
our heritage have any bearing upon the fact that our college
did not respond as other evangelical colleges responded to
that movement?
Miller: One of the difficult things in answering that
question is that I don't believe any of us personally
witnessed the movement on the other campuses.'We heard
reports. I might say that I see much day by day moving
among the students with whom I come in contact and over
a period of a year or two years I see great change and very
strong commitment to Christ and to service, and again this
isn't something which I've seen as a radical one-day
happening but yet I've seen people change over the long
term.
Zercher: Would you think of St. James as more the patron
saint here than St. Paul?
Schrag: I think in relation to the Asbury revival one has to
realize that some schools are more openly affected than
other schools. I think one of the great things that has
happened here at Messiah in the last two years, and
particularly this year, is the formation of small groups,
spontaneously forming out of the student body, and these
manifest great spirituality and great spiritual concern so
that we have small prayer cells, small prayer groups over the
campus continually. In the last few months there have been
two groups that have focused that are illustrations of this.
One is the formation of an Inter-Varsity chapter that was
just started within the last few weeks, and this group is
concentrating on the matter of spiritual growth. They had a
meeting last night with some 35 students there talking

Schrag: I would say not. The manifestations of spirituality
that I see are essentially in terms of continuity. They are
essentially in terms of building on the foundation of the
church. There of course are those who are seeking, there are
those who are weighing and evaluating and are trying to get
a clearer grasp of what's going on, but the essential
movement, as I have contact—it interests me how much it is
in continuity with the traditions out of which the students
come.
Zercher: Do you see the "House Church" and the InterVarsity chapter that you refer to as an expression of some
of the threads then of our heritage and at least of our
congregational emphases?
Schrag: Oh, very much.
Zercher: How do you see Messiah's role in the maturation
of student spiritual faith? You pointed out that you have
the cell groups, you have the sharing of students at a
student level. What happens in the classroom that would aid
these students in finding the more satisfying faith?
Schrag: Well, the Christian faith is both simple and complex
and part of our task at Messiah is to take the student's heart
commitment and build it into a world view. We want to
maintain the simplicity of the faith but we have to realize
that some of the great minds of mankind have been
Christian theologians: Justin, Luther, and Wesley, who
spent their years trying to think what the faith meant and
what its implications were. Part of our task is to, without
losing the simplicity of the faith, introduce our students to
some of the complexities, so that they are not blown about
by every wind of doctrine.
Miller: I feel that most people today with the radically
changing appearance of young people, particularly the
college students, that being expressed mostly in long hair I
presume, see only this in students, perhaps they will see
that in Messiah students. We see this changing, maybe not
as radically as on some campuses but certainly fashions
change, and this one seems to have attracted a lot of
controversy. However, I want to caution people to always
look beneath the surface. Some of our deepest thinking
students may change outwardly and they are changing
inwardly too.
Evangelical Visitor

Religious News
Huey Newton Seeks
Reconciliation With Church
Huey Newton, minister of defense
for the Black Panthers which he helped
organize, says he no longer preaches
"dump the church" because he wants to
be a part of it.
On Malcolm X's birthday Newton
revealed an abrupt new turn for the
militant Panthers when he spoke at the
Urban-Black Studies, a part of the Graduate Theological Union at Berkeley.
"The party had been arrogant toward
the church and the black community
and mistaken in confrontations with
police," Newton said. "All we got was a
war and a lot of bloodshed. I knew we
were going the wrong way, but I
couldn't influence the central committee of the party. It was thought we
could change things without the people
themselves changing them, but we were
wrong."
The Panther has started going to
church—the first time in 10 years.
The Black Panthers was formed,
Newton said, "to oppose evils in society. We thought of ourselves as the
vanguard of a people who wanted things
changed. However, when we looked
around, we found we weren't the vanguard for anything."
Speaking for party members, he
added: "We're going to go to church
and get involved in the church and the
black community. We want and need
the support and favor of the black
community."
Presbyterians Report Income Gain,
Membership Decline
Donations to its ministries in 1970
gave the United Presbyterian Church
$4.5 million more than the year before,
although the church's membership decreased, delegates to the general assembly were told.
The number of members declined by
77,000 during 1970. The church received $352,786,131 in 1969.
Campus Life Named EPA
"Periodical of the Year"
From 68 entries in this year's awards
contest sponsored by the Evangelical
Press Association, Campus Life was selected as "Periodical of the Year" at the
close of EPA's 23rd annual convention
in Chicago, May 12.
A publication of Youth for Christ
International in Wheaton, 111., the
monthly magazine was chosen by professional writers and illustrators in the
1971 judges' lineup for its "thorough
zeroing in on the action," and an
editorial diet that is "straight" and
"clear" in its purpose. The editor is
Harold Myra.
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Mennonites Clean up Capital Mess
Left byj May Day Demonstrators
While a Superior Court at Washington, D.C. disposed of some 10,000
court cases arising from May Day antiwar demonstrations, a group of Mennonites spent several hours cleaning up
debris left behind by the throng.
More than 100 members of the Mennonite Disaster Service, a relief agency,
came from Pennsylvania, Virginia and
Delaware to clean up West Potomac
Park and the Washington Monument
grounds.
They worked without compensation,
emphasizing that the clean up was their
way of "showing we're for peace" and
that Mennonites, as pacifists, "want to
be constructive, not destructive."
Parochiaid Killed in 10 States;
Flourishes in 3; Uncertain in 8
As of mid-May, Parochiaid has been
definitely defeated in 10 states and can
be considered dead for this year, according to a report by Americans United for
Separation of Church and State.
These states are Arizona, Colorado,
Indiana, Kansas, Missouri, Montana,
New Mexico, North Dakota, South
Dakota and Michigan.
The assistance scheme for parochial
schools has been approved in three:
Maryland, Vermont, and Georgia.
Listed on the "critical" list by Americans United were eight others: Minnesota, Illinois, New York, Texas, Wisconsin, Delaware, California and Oklahoma.
Brotherhood Experiment Puts
Jews, Baptists in Temple
Sounds from the Temple Emanu-El
in Birmingham, Ala., are just as often
the strains of an old Baptist hymnal
because of an experiment in brotherhood.
For the four months of its existence,
the Baptist Church of the Covenant here
has met in the Jewish host temple. The
church was formed when some 300
members of Birmingham's First Baptist
Church walked out in protest over the
church's refusal to admit a Negro and
her daughter to membership.
"Of all the groups that have responded to the plight of the people who
left the First Baptist Church, the Jewish
community has been the most solicitous," Dr. J. Herbert Gilmore, pastor of
the new Baptist congregation, told Associated Press.
Dr. Henry Urges Evangelical Social
Action to Stem Revolution
The nineteenth book by evangelical
theologian Carl F. H. Henry is a driving
appeal for Bible-oriented Christians to
thrust themselves deeply into the contemporary struggle for social justice.
Titled, A Plea for Evangelical Demonstration, the slim 125-page work published by Baker Book House warns that
evangelical youth will predictably enlist
for social change under alien flags unless
the evangelical community encourages

them to lift a biblical banner for public
justice.
Henry is editor-at-large of Christianity Today which declined to run the
opening essay for which the book is
named. It appeared instead in Christian
Herald, another mass circulation magazine.
The latest volume includes a critique
of the theology of revolution, but warns
that revolution is probably inevitable if
evangelicals do not wrestle the status
quo on superior principles.
Catholic Membership Rises,
Schools Decline
The number of Roman Catholics in
the U.S. declined last year for the first
time in the century, but now the figure
has resumed its upward trend.
Statistics in the 1971 Official Catholic Directory indicate that the number
of Catholic schools • and enrollment in
them, however, continues in sharp descent. For the first time, lay teachers
outnumbered the shrinking ranks of
sisters and other religious teachers.
The number of priests and nuns also
continues to decline.
Membership last year climbed by
342,640 to a total of 48,214,729 or
23.5 per cent of the U.S. population.
American Baptists Elect
Woman President
A Seattle grandmother has become
the new president of the American
Baptist Convention.
Mrs. Marcus Rohlfs, the untraditional
type, says she sees the church extending
into the world far beyond the walls
surrounding sanctuary and altar.
"Good News" Tops Spock
The American Bible Society's modern English translation of the Bible,
Good News for Modern Man, reportedly
has passed in sales volume Dr. Benjamin
Spock's Baby and Child Care book in
paperback.
The ABS-sponsored translation of
the New Testament, known officially as
Today's English Version, has sold more
than 25 million copies in North America, compared with sales of 24.1 million
of Spock's famous volume for new
parents.
U.S. Newsman Found
No Evidence of Religion
In Communist China
Red China's drive against religion and
religio'us practices seems to have had a
"sweeping effect," according to a U.S
newsman who recently spent three
weeks traveling in the east coast areas of
China.
Tillman Durdin of The New York
Times—the first American journalist to
be granted a one-month entrance visa to
mainland China since 1 9 5 0 - said that
"old religious practices" were among
the "four olds"—old things, ideas, customs, and habits—that were targeted for
elimination early in the Cultural Revolution which began in 1966.

The Executive Secretary
ments on the last continent
which he returned April 22.

of Brethren in Christ Missions comhe visited in his overseas tour, from

Seen and Heard
in Africa
/. Wilmer Heisey
My last flight from an African airport was through thick
harmattan—a heavy dust-laden haze that blows down from
the Sahara just prior to the rains. For one looking at the
world from a jet, the weather was a final reminder that a
traveler cannot really see much on a flying trip. A lifetime
of experience and study may yield insights, yet few
Europeans achieve a full understanding of the soul of
Africa.
Most of my waking hours during my month in Africa
were spent in looking and listening, and so I will limit my
comments to things I saw and heard.
Africans have become aware of a world above and
beyond their present reach. Naturally, they are grasping for
it; and the fact that others have go.t there first spurs their
desire to share it. In the past century Africans seem to have
learned more about material advance than about life and
love. Inevitably, frustration and temptation accompany his
game of "catch-up."
It was from the lips of Africans that I heard of tribal
animosities that are more severe than interracial feelings.
Understandably, among Christians tribal loyalties are also a
fact of life. As in other parts of the world, leaders face hard
questions about living at peace. We quote from the report
of a recent visit in Nigeria of one state governor to another:
"Those states with many ethnic groups are proving daily that,
with good intentions toward all, Nigerians could all live
happily together in one united prosperous and stable
country," said the host governor.
The visiting governor replied, "We want to know how you
manage to ensure ethnic harmony amidst ethnic diversity. We
have come to learn if there be other ways and means of
enduring ethnic peace. The achievement of ethnic harmony
should be a major preoccupation of any state government,
for economic and social development is impossible in the
absence of social stability."

To people who have endured recent severe civil strife such
words are very important.
Money is a frequently discussed topic on the African
continent. Wherever Europeans have gone the results of
using money are much in evidence. Visible material progress
is prominent in many places. Because so much of what has
happened in this area has been done with public funds it is
hard for the individual church member in Africa to see a
practical use for his personal tithes and offerings—described
to him as "the Lord's money." It is not uncommon for
people to talk past each other on such matters.
I met a fine group of emerging African leaders. Both in
their business meetings and in private conversation they
expressed concern that the church in America may be
inclined to forget them during these crucial days of their
assuming burdens and responsibilities. Likening it to a
father/son situation they both want and need a healthy
interest and understanding from us in America.
In Zambia and in Rhodesia there were recurring expressions for a continuing, though changing, role for missionaries. This need is recognized by both nationals and
missionaries. The Brethren in Christ still have a strong call
to Africa.
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The Churches of
Zambia a
in General C<f
CHOMA SECONDARY

ABOVE: Conference Staff: Bishop Kumalo (Rhodesia), Assistant
Chairman; Bishop Kipe (Zambia), Chairman; Rev. A. G. Brubaker,
Secretary; Clarence Z. Musser, Reading Clerk; Stephen P. Muleya,
Reading Clerk.
BELOW: Registrant Luke Keefer apparently had a job awaiting him.
After his long hot journey ending with a punctured tire, he is
assisted by VSer John Musser.

r

he Executive Board in session (in new Domestic
jilding). Not shown are Rev. S. Mudenda, Rev.
and I. M. Kumalo.

•md Rhodesia
pnference
rSCHOOL

R I G H T CENTER: Panel Discussion: "Effectiveness of Our Methods": Curt Nissly, Isaac Mpofu, Jack Ndlovu, Eva Byers, Beth Frey,
Marshall Poe, Jake Shenk.
R I G H T : Clarence Musser fascinating
melodies come from his saw.

his audience as familiar

BELOW: Samuel Minter in charge of registration registers Luke L.
Keefer from the Ekuphileni Bible Institute, Rhodesia.

A chat with Leora Yoder, missionary nurse to India
since 1936, reported by Doris Cober

The Important
Thing Is . . ."
Out of a background of thirty-some
years of selfless service in India, Nurse
Leora Yoder has a perspective that we
younger missionaries can not claim.
From this perspective has developed a
motherly love that reaches anyone near
her; a deep compassion; an optimism
springing from faith in God's purposes;
and a lively sense of humor that helps to
ease many a frustrating situation. In a
daily work schedule that would fatigue
younger, less-motivated people, as she
meets the many patients who come to
clinic, she has a true understanding of
the Indian people and the Oriental
mind.
She tells about men and women in
desperate need coming to Madhipura
Hospital for medical care. For example:
"The man fell down and clutched my
feet (an action I just do not like!) as he
asked for help. He had had to sell his
brass dinner plate to get money to buy
medicine, he said. When I told him he
will have to take this medicine for a
year, he said he had only enough money
to pay for several months.
"When it was time for him to come
the next time for medicine he came late,
missing a month, thus losing the value
of a course of treatment.
" 'Why didn't you come on time?' I
asked him.
" 'Oh, I had necessary business."
" 'What business?'
" 'We had a wedding in the family:
my daughter got married. I had to sell
my cow, and we spent hundreds of
rupees!' " In the Indian culture, a wedding is a great event. The amount of
money spent on it is in proportion to
the importance of the family, the family
often going into debt to have a showy
wedding, with a band playing, a big
feast, expensive presents for the groom.
"You can see how this would be
frustrating to us who are really trying to
help such people!" Leora said.
Then she described the daily routine
at the hospital: every morning by 7:30
fifty to eighty people have come to the
waiting shelter. The staff members take
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turns having short devotional periods,
reading Scripture and having prayer.
After this the staff go into the crowd
and sell Gospels and tracts. Following
these sales, a health talk is given, often
with flash cards or posters, on TB,
hookworm, family planning, avoidance
and prevention of disease, etc. The
clinic then opens; usually 100-150 patients are seen daily—between Dr. Kreider and Leora. Leora usually sees women patients who shy away from a male
doctor.
For TB patients who must have daily
treatment, the TB ward has a small
private room for each, with a bed,
minimum of bedding, and electric light.
Their daily medicine includes three
shots a week. X-rays and lab work are
done as needed. Relief rations are given
to these patients—at present wheat, oil,
dried milk, and tinned chicken meat.
However, less than a third of the patients take the chicken because their
religious beliefs forbid it. Each patient
must have a companion to do the daily

cooking, marketing, and other necessary
work.
"Within about twelve months we had
three tetanus patients in the general
ward," Leora added, "and all recovered.
One was a baby from Nepal, one a
Christian mother of five, and the third a
Hindu mother. These of course required
constant care, day and night, with careful watching so they couldn't choke;
and they had to be tube-fed. All three
recoveries were answers to prayer!"
Leora and I sat in thoughtful silence
for several moments. "Well, Leora," I
finally asked, "is it worth it—the lifetime spent here, when all the effort one
puts forth seems to make such a little
dent in the huge mountain of suffering
and sickness?"
Her spirited answer: "My work is
helping the sick, and there is surely as
much need for such care here in India as
at home in the United States. The
important thing is serving, with a Christian witness and testimony; and this is
what I have tried to do."

Returning to Africa
(ZAMBIA, THIS T I M E )
Rev. and Mrs. Kenneth Bulgrien of the Mooretown congregation (Michigan) with their family.

Evangelical Visitor

New Life
Singers
Bring
New
Haydn Gilmore

Various small groups meet on campus for prayer and Bible study.
(Some students find Christ more
readily in this setting than in a
formal service or class.) There are
other small groups that go off
campus and the story of their
spiritual impact is worth knowing.
One of the many singing groups at
Messiah College is the New Life
Singing Group.

New Life Singers left to right: Wanda Conner, Phil Crosby, Becky Miller, Lamar Dourte, Sue
Umberger, and Bruce Marquette.

Lamar Dourte (of the 1971-72 senior
class, who will study at the Philadelphia
Campus in the fall) shared with us the
spiritual tone of the group. Sometimes
the word "spiritual" has a rosy glow of
shiny piety. But you will see that it is
quite down-to-earth and heartily sound
in the New Life Singing Group.
Other members this year have been:
Wanda Conner, Salem, Va.; Becky Miller, Massillon, Ohio; Sue Umberger,
Harrisburg, Pa.; Phillip Crosby, Hershey,
Pa.; and Bruce Marquette, Myerstown,
Pa. Lamar Dourte, Elizabethtown, is the
manager and campus coordinator. The
advisor of the group is Ron E. Long of
the Messiah College faculty.
Last year Lamar estimates that the
New Life Group sang to "20,000 kids."
That is easy to believe when you recall
that they sang at the Youth For Christ
national convention (where the audience was about 2,000). Occasionally,
also, the group appears in the mass
media. The impact cannot always be
measured, for bookkeeping is not the
ultimate goal.
We know what goes into the program, however. Allow Lamar Dourte to
tell it like it is: "Our practices usually
end with a time of prayer when we all
share in petitioning God to unite us as a
group, to make us most effective at our
next program. We also give Him thanks
for helping us in past programs and

especially praising Him for those who
came forward to accept Him personally
as their Savior or to make a recommitment of their life to Christ. . .
"Again, just before we go on the
stage for our program, we pause and ask
the Lord to use the words of our songs
to speak to the audience and to give us
calmness and wisdom while we give our
personal testimonies.
"Our program usually consists of two
parts. The first is to establish rapport
with the kids and to try to get
acquainted with them. We generally
introduce ourselves, sing a few songs
and teach them a song. The second
package is comprized of a sequence of
songs presenting the basic Gospel of
Jesus Christ which leads to a climax
when we ask them in our final song—
"Where are you going?"
"Many times the director in charge
will close the program with a personal
invitation to come to Christ. . .
"Various members of the group have
had the opportunity to counsel with
young people at these times and try to
help them with their needs, whether it
be a family problem, the desire to make
a new commitment to Christ, or the
most thrilling experience of leading
them in their initial decision to follow
Christ!"
to page fourteen
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A Fwilf Iff sir
LeRoy B. Walters

Much of the Bible is written either
for the family or about the family,
within the context of family life. The
concept of the Church as "the family of
God" is both beautiful and understandable. God is our Father; Jesus Christ is
our Elder Brother; we are all the children of God by faith; and therefore
brothers and sisters in Christ. The very
name Brethren in Christ has a family
flavor.

The Home in History
God planned the propagation of the
human race through the family. Old
Testament history is profuse with examples of the importance of family life. In
a world full of violence and vileness, the
very continuance of the human race
depended upon one man and his family.
Only Noah and his family were spared
by the Ark.
God chose and entered into covenant
with Abraham that he and his posterity
might bear testimony to a sinful world.
He and his family were progenitors of
the "called-out" people of God. The
promise was that "in thee shall all the
families of the earth be blessed" (Gen.
12:1-3).
The very center of the Hebrew family was religion and worship at the altar
of Jehovah. And that religion was largely perpetuated through family nurture,
influence and tradition (Deut. 6:4-9).
There is significant harmony between
the teachings of the Old and New
Testaments on the family. The most
important family fact of the New Testament is the coming of the Son of God
into the world. God chose to send His
Son in the fulness of time through
human birth and into the protective
care of an earthly family. He could have
sent Him as a mature man had He
The writer is Chairman of the Commission
on Home, Board of Christian Education and is
pastor of the Skyline View congregation near
Harrisburg, Pa.
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chosen to do so. It should forever
sanctify family life to know that our
Lord was cradled and reared in a godly
home.
The New Testament focuses much of
its teaching on the family. Many people
in holiness circles refer to Ephesians
5:18, "And be not drunk with wine,
wherein is excess;" as a proof-text for
the fulness of the Spirit. We must not
place a period where there is a semicolon. The context of that verse teaches
us that the practical demonstration of
holy living will be experienced in home
and family
relationships (Eph.
5:18-6:4).
The New Testament gives numerous
accounts of "household salvation." Salvation came to the household of Zacchaeus, a Jewish tax collector, when he
received Jesus into his heart and home.
The Philippian jailor, a heathen Gentile,
believed with his whole family. Lydia, a
Jewish proselyte and business woman,
received Christ and was baptized with
all her household. The three-generation
Christian home of grandmother Lois,
mother'Eunice, and son Timothy, sparkles as a diamond among the gems of
the Pauline Epistles.
The Contemporary Scene
The American home is in trouble
today. We need not quote statistics to
convince ourselves that the home is
under the direct attack of Satan. Since
the Lord has ordained marriage as a
divine institution and the home as the
basic unit of society, it should not seem
strange to us that the enemy of all that
is good and godly is determined to make
war on the home and family. His objective is to undermine and destroy the
home—our Brethren in Christ homes!
Our Church is indebted to men like
E. J. Swalm, who, before his own family
was reared, traveled the length and
breadth of the Church preaching on the
sanctity of marriage, household salvation, and proper family relationships,
sometimes at the risk of his own popularity.

As a brotherhood, we have had a
long and rather consistent tradition of
solidarity. We have not been without
our imperfections and we have suffered
casualties. If this wholesome family
emphasis has been passed along to us,
we most certainly owe it to our posterity to practice it, preserve it, and propagate it. This has been an important
factor in the genius of our Church.
Some Concluding Observations
What lessons are we to learn from
these brief observations?
First, that God has ordained that
true religion must be caught and taught
most effectively in the home. There is
no better setting. There is no better
method.
Second, it is the solemn responsibility of parents to provide an atmosphere
in the home, by precept and example,
that makes the Christian life convincingly attractive to the family. As Bishop C.
B. Byers succinctly puts it in his booklet, "Your Child's Best Evangelist," the
responsibility and privilege of leading
our children to Christ rests squarely
upon the shoulders of the parents. The
responsibility is there because the God
of history placed it there!
Third, it should be the greatest aspiration of every family to have all of its
members actively engaged in the service
of Christ. Although John was no doubt
speaking of his "spiritual children," he
had no greater joy than to know that his
children walked in truth. This does not
mean that it is the prerogative of the
parents to decide on the type of service.
It does not even leave the choice to the
individual, but up to Him. Wholehearted
devotion to Christ and His Church is
much more important than worldly
fame, physical safety, or financial security.
Yes, religion is A FAMILY AFFAIR
because the ideal involves, always has
involved, and always will involve every
member of both the earthly and heavenly family.
Evangelical Visitor

Kathleen Rosenberry—
Leading Lady in High School Musical
When you meet Kathleen Rosenberry
you get the impression that she vibrates
with ideas, interests and abilities. And as
you talk with her about her activities
your impressions are confirmed.
This spring Kathleen—or Kathy, or
Kate—of Newville, Pennsylvania, played
Anna, the leading lady in the musical
"The King and I" in a performance by
the students of the Big Spring High
School.
Of this musical it is said: "The King
and I" tells a story of a conflict of ideas
between Western civilization, as represented by a dauntless English governess (Anna), and Oriental culture, as
represented by an autocratic but wellmeaning king.
Last year Kathy also played a leading
role as Maria in the musical "The Sound
of Music" in a performance by students
of the same high school. This is the first
time that a student of Big Spring was
cast in two leading roles.
In addition to these performances
Kathy has been active in a lot of other

school activities. Among them: varsity
cheerleading, chorus and mixed ensemble, and youth festival co-chairman. As
a member of the Big Spring High School
chorus she was chosen to sing in both
county and district chorus. She is also a
member of the National Honor Society.
Kathy is a member of the Green
Spring Brethren in Christ Church of
Newville, Pennsylvania where her father,
Rev. John Rosenberry, is pastor.
This past year she was named as a
member of the General Conference
Commission on Youth and has had an
active part in planning the youth activities for the conference this year at
Roxbury.
After graduation Kathy is planning
to major in pharmacy at the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science.
Some day she would like to travel to
Europe.
With her enthusiasm for life and her
sense of Christian commitment Kathy
will leave an impact for good wherever
she goes.

Dale Landis—
Oklahoma T n

Miss Rosenberry as Anna in the musical "The
King and I."
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Leaving his nearest opponent far behind. Dale Landis crosses the finish line in the mile relay.

Dale Landis loves to run and he runs
as a winner. So far he has won over 42
medals and 20 ribbons in track competition.
This year Dale, a junior at the
Thomas (Oklahoma) High School and
June 10, 1971

member of their track team, went all
the way-from local competition with
surrounding high schools, through regional playoffs and on the state finals.
At the state finals he ran as anchor
man for the Thomas team which won

the mile relay. Their time; 3 minutes, 28
seconds. He also placed second in the
440 yard dash and third in the 440 yard
relay for the state.
When Dale isn't running he might be
fishing or camping or playing his
trumpet or reading or eating meatloaf
and scalloped potatoes.
In regard to his Christian testimony
Dale states, "I know the Lord as my
own personal Savior. And I'm thankful
that He has given me the ability to run."
He serves as president of the Christ's
Crusaders of the Bethany Brethren in
Christ Church in Thomas where his
father, Rev. Henry Landis, is pastor.
This summer Dale is working on a
farm in Kansas. One gets the impression
he finds Kansas interesting—for various
reasons. After graduating from high
school he may find himself in voluntary
service at Messiah College. Beyond that
his future is open but whatever direction his future may take him he will
probably go as a winner.
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Messiah Home Study
An extensive study regarding the
possible relocation of Messiah Home
will be presented to the 1971 General
Conference. Conducted since the last
conference, the report will be presented
by way of the Board of Benevolence.
The study involved looking at the
philosophy of operation, possible locations, including the present site in Harrisburg and a new site at Carlisle. Architects, state officials and fund consultants were contacted as well as on site

visits to neighboring institutions. Dollar
costs, service to residents and various
other dimensions were considered. A
comprehensive report is expected to be
available to members of conference at
an early session.
The committee was chaired by the
Rev. Simon A. Lehman, Jr., of Mechanicsburg, Pa. Musser M. Martin, chairman
of the Messiah Home Board of Trustees,
served as secretary. The committee was
composed of the Messiah Home Board,
four additional persons and the bishops
of the Allegheny and Atlantic Conferences.

New Life Singers

Observes 101st Anniversary

from page eleven

It is not hard to realize that the
effort of the musicians has a feedback in
their own lives. Dourte is pointed: "It is
an experience which teaches you to get
along with people who have different
personalities and different ideas. Many
times I have felt that it was only by
asking God's help that we were united
into one in the Spirit. This group
experience along with the fantastic
opportunity to witness for Christ has
been a great spiritual maturing process
in my life."
This note of reality seems evident in
the New Life singers. Last fall I heard
the New Life Group sing in chapel. The
lush sound of the "beat" and the
warmth of their personal worth came
across to me as the "genuine stuff."
On this occasion Wanda Conner
shared with the College a letter which
came to the group as a result of their
performance at the Harrisburg Arts Festival last year. This letter was sent to
Barry Minnick, a senior student. The
missive was from John C. Theis. Letter:
Dear Mr. Minnick:
This has got to be the strangest
occasion I've ever had for writing to
someone I have never met. It concerns Mr.
Ackerman. The town we live in is hardly
big enough to qualify for a map, as Mr.
Ackerman has probably told you. But the
town people sat in awe when Mr. Ackerman
and his family walked into church three
weeks ago. Previously, Mr. Ackerman had
quite a reputation around town. I couldn't
help but ask him what changed his mind and
he told me about your college music group
they heard in Harrisburg. I can only say
"thank you" to you and your group for
changing this man's life! God does work
in strange wonders, doesn't He?
I thank God each night for your words
to him and for your group. You have given
life to an empty person and I just praise
God for it! God bless you and your group
in your continued ministry for Him!
Very respectfully,
/s/ John C. Theis
It is uplifting to receive a response
like the above out of the total mass of a
series of musical performances. The
New Life Group of Messiah College
among others, is well rooted and bears
fruit in due season.
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Mrs. Anna Hostetter Brechbill observed her 101st birthday at her home
in Herington, Kansas, on May 3.
Mrs. Brechbill was born near Chambersburg, Pa., and moved to Kansas with
her parents, David and Susan Hostetter,
in the fall of 1886. They settled near
Hope, Kansas where she was married to
Simon S. Brechbill in 1890. Eight children were born to this union-four
dying before reaching eight years of age.
Her husband died in 1946.
She* was instrumental in raising funds
for the building of the Rosebank
Church, located four miles south of
Hope, Kansas. It was in the Rosebank
Church that she worked with the pastor,
Ira Eisenhower, uncle of the late president, Dwight Eisenhower.
Four of her children are living and
were present for the open house held
last year in her honor at the occasion of
her 100th birthday anniversary.

Church News
MESSIAH COLLEGE
The 61st Commencement exercises
at Messiah College were held at 10
o'clock May 22, in the outdoor amphi-

TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION
The Brethren in Christ Teachers'
Association fellowship meeting
will be held Wednesday night,
June 30th, at General Conference.
It will be following the evening
service in the dining hall. All
Brethren in Christ people involved
in education are invited to share
at this informal tea.

theater with 90 graduates receiving their
degrees. President D. Ray Hostetter
presided and in behalf of the faculty
and Board of Trustees and Associates
presented the Christian Service Award
to Bishop Ernest J. Swalm.
Bishop Swalm responded in a brief
statement of thanks; he also averred his
peace position, according respect to
sincere Christians he has known who
bear arms, but nevertheless affirming his
own strong continuing commitment -to
the peace position in that the will of
God for the Christian does not include
participation in war.
Bishop Swalm was given a bound
copy of his citation by the President of
Messiah College.
(See Citation on page two)

ALLEGHENY CONFERENCE
The Carlisle congregation had Rev.
and Mrs. Alan Forbes, Buffalo Youthtime Christian Center, and speaker on
the daily broadcast "Good News at
Noon," as guest speakers and musicians
on Sunday, May 2.
Hollowell reported an attendance on
Easter Sunday of 439.
Marlyn Avenue Church had a reception service recently for nine persons.
The Omegan youth group held two bake
sales which netted $280 toward their
mission budget of $9.00 for this year.
The Mowersville congregation participated in the Congregational Analysis
Program being conducted by the Board
of Christian Education and the Board of
Bishops. The team serving was Bishop
Henry Ginder, Rev. Don Shafer and
Rev. John Arthur Brubaker. The local
committee of eight persons worked
closely with the visiting team. "We are
anticipating that the recommendations
presented by the visiting team will be a
blessing to the Mowersville congregation. We say 'thanks' for this fine service
provided by our church."—Pastor
Musser.
Shermans Valley reports successful
participation in the "March to Sunday
School In March" campaign with a
marked increase in attendance. To climax the month the Rosewood Quartet
provided special music and the guest
speaker was Capt. Charles McCaffery of
the York, Pa., Police Department, on
March 29.
Evangelical

Visitor

ATLANTIC CONFERENCE
A Family Life Conference was held
May 9 at the Manheim Church with Dr.
Rowland Shank as the speaker. Dr.
Shank is a member of the Palmyra
Church, serving as Sunday school superintendent. He is a psychologist and on
the staff of Philhaven Hospital. His
message in the morning service was
"Communication and Human Relationship." In the evening service the Crusaders had a separate meeting in the
Parsonage family room. The panel discussion was "Your Parents Are Not
Your Enemies." The adults met in the
sanctuary discussing the theme "Family
Recreation."
The Manor congregation reports 114
mothers and daughters at the banquet
when the Trebleaires from the Marietta
Congregational Bible Church presented
the program.
The Refton congregation welcomed
six new members into its fellowship
May 16. On May 23 the Refton and
Pequea Churches had a Family Life
Conference with Dr. Robert Connerly,
Rev. Albert S. Berdanier and Mr. Robert
A. Miller as speakers. There were workshops Saturday evening at the Refton
Church and at the Pequea Church Sunday afternoon.
The Souderton Church presented a
somewhat different program the evening
of May 16 by way of a dialogue sermon,
"The Church in Your Home," with Dr.
Bob Smith and Pastor John A. Byers
taking part.
Silverdale reports a Love Feast May
15 and 16 with Rev. Jacob Bowers as
speaker. Fred Geib is the pastor.
Mt. Pleasant began Family week with
two messages from the guest speaker,
Rev. James Myers: "Home-making
Helps from Heaven" and "Bible Helps
for'Raising Children." On May 13 at a
Mother-Daughter Banquet Mrs. Carl
Wolgemuth of the Wycliffe Bible Translators in Mexico gave the message.

CANADIAN CONFERENCE
Boyle reports a week of evangelistic
meetings April 18-25 with Rev. Jacob
Bowers, who also brought prophetic
messages. A number of teenagers were
saved.
The April meeting of the Falls View
W.M.S. held an interesting "Homemakers Boutique" with each lady displaying their talents and special articles.
On May 9, in the Sunday morning
service, the young people presented a
special musical program to a large audience.
Stayner Church reports that during
the month of March the Junior Sunday
school invited one adult class each
Sunday to visit in the Junior Department, sitting in on the opening session
and then visiting each of the six junior
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classes. On March 14 the Crusaders had
Miss Fern Blair, missionary from Malaysia, as speaker in the morning service
and in the evening two young men who
had recently been converted, giving
their testimonies. The Harmonaires
from New Market provided special music for the day.

CENTRAL CONFERENCE
Morrison received six members into
fellowship following the morning worship service April 25. In the evening
service the First Baptist Church joined
with the Morrison congregation to see
the film, "Fast Way Nowhere."

MIDWEST CONFERENCE

Zion: the Junior Prayer Band has
selected as their project providing kitchen counter stools for the newly remodeled kitchen at Youngways Hostel in
Bulawayo. They report the project has
been completed—the goal reached. The
evening of May 2 Rev. Steve Peterson,
missionary to youth in Brazil with the
Word of Life Missions, was the speaker.

WEDDINGS
Garman-Horst: Linda Jean, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. James E. Horst, East
Petersburg, Pa., and Mervin E., son of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard F. Garman, Lancaster, Pa., May 1 in the Conoy Church
with Rev. Allon B. Dourte officiating,
assisted by Rev. Isaac S. Kanode.
Patfield-Watterson: Jill Ann, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Watterson,
Niagara Falls, Ontario, and Robert.
Allen, son of Mr. and Mrs. John Patfield, Collingwood, Ontario, May 15 in
the Boyle Church with Rev. Edward
Gilmore officiating.
Sider-Main: Nancy, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Basil Main, Wainfleet, Ontario,
and Edward, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bruce
Sider, Bertie, Ontario, May 1 in the
Wainfleet Church with Rev. Ronald
Lofthouse officiating, assisted by Rev.
Wilbur Benner of the Bertie Church.
Smith-Ritchey: Carolyn Rita, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Elvin C. Ritchey,
Alexandria, Pa., and Harley King, son of
SMSgt. and Mrs. William M. Smith,
Waynesboro, Pa., May 1 in the Shermans Valley Church with Rev. Earl
Lehman officiating, assisted by Rev.
Marlin Ressler.

BIRTHS

OBITUARIES

Bitner: Venessa Diane, born May 10
to Mr. and Mrs. John Bitner, Shenk's
congregation, Pa.
Botts: Andrew Timothy, born May
11 to Mr. and Mrs. Timothy R. Botts,
Redland Valley congregation, Pa.
Derr: Sherry Lynn, born to Mr. and
Mrs. James Derr, Feb. 10, Mt. Pleasant
congregation, Pa.
Fare: Taeya Mae, born May 3 to Mr.
and Mrs. Wilfred Fare, Falls View congregation, Ontario.
Flora: Amy Beth, born May 24 to
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Flora (Patricia Freed),
Rocky Mount, Virginia. Mrs. Flora is a
former member of the Nappanee congregation.
Garner: Stacy Michele, born May 11
to Mr. and Mrs. David Garner, Mechanicsburg congregation, Pa.
Lebo: Linette Sue, born May 2 to
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Glenn Lebo, Mechanicsburg congregation, Pa.
Miller: Rebecca Jo, born April 28 to
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Miller, Silverdale
congregation, Pa.
Moore: Jodie Lynn, born March 7 to
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Moore, Wainfleet
congregation, Ontario.
Sabo: Crystal Dawn, born March 30
to Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Sabo, Wainfleet
congregation, Ontario.
Sheffer: Claire Jenette, born April 26
to Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Sheffer, Stayner
congregation, Ontario.
Weibe: Lillian, born March 12 to Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Weibe, Wainfleet congregation, Ontario.

Campbell: Enlow R. Campbell, a
member and trustee of the Blandburg
Church, was born June 7, 1907, a son of
William and Alice Campbell and passed
away January 21, 1971. He was married
to Catherine Bouch November 16,
1928. Surviving are his wife and three
children: Mrs. Alice Walker, Enlow
Campbell, Jr., and Vernon. Sixteen
grandchildren and two brothers also
survive. Funeral services were conducted
with Rev. Stewart Mason and Rev.
Thomas Bouch officiating with interment in Logan Valley Cemetery, Bellwood, Pa.
Nohrenhold: Henry H. Nohrenhold,
Manheim, Pa., was born October 25,
1903 and passed away February 15,
1971. He is survived by his wife, the
former Beatrice Kauffman, three daughters: Eva Mae, Helen and Ruth; one son,
Jay Samuel, four grandchildren and four
step-grandchildren. He was a member
and chairman of the Board of Trustees
of the Manheim Church and a member
of the church for fifty years. Funeral
services were conducted from the Manheim Church with Rev. Isaac S. Kanode
officiating. Interment was in the Mastersonville Cemetery.
Shoalts: Roy, son of the late Bishop
and Mrs. Lafayette Shoalts, Wainfleet,
Ontario, was born March 16, 1901 and
passed away April 26, 1971. July 21,
1927 he was united in marriage to Ruth
Sentz of Mt. Joy, Pa., who survives.
Also surviving are three sons: Lester,
Roy Jr., Robert; three daughters, Mary
Jane, Doris, and Nancy; twenty grandchildren, three brothers and three sisters.
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Between Brethren
A Community of Persuasion
In a very essential way the college is a community of
persuasion. In his address to the Council of Protestant
Colleges, Albert Outler encouraged the Christian college to
be a community "in which truth is sought in all its
'fulness'—but where it is never simply imposed." This
concept offers a synthesis between the liberating influence
of the arts and the deeper freedoms of evangelical truth.
If one views education from the background of the
Anabaptist tradition, this element of persuasion is especially significant. Affirming a freedom of the individual, we
must recognize that persons are not coerced into a position
by cultural or social pressure. Rather a person is called to a
quality of faith and life by the persuasion of truth itself.
This greater freedom lays a responsibility upon the teacher
for intellectual competence in presenting truths in such a
way as to persuade students to discover ultimate truth, to
make the option of belief in Christ clearly and adequately
understood.
The Anabaptists were more Hebraic than Greek—hence
they directed their teaching toward the will and not just
toward the intellect. Second, the Anabaptist emphasis on
voluntarism is not to be watered down to become mere
religious tolerance.
A community of Christian learning is a community of
persuasion! We want students to test our presentations of
truth, but let it be done in honest, intellectual interchange,
not in coercive patterns of ego-tension. We expect students
to recognize, and at times resist, the persuasion of truth,
but not to deny the teacher the right to present the case
nor the Holy Spirit the freedom to speak to one's will.
Education comes by exposure to broader areas of life
and knowledge in such a way as to persuade one to seek
understanding. There is little learning which takes place in
isolation. Learning is enhanced by the stimulus of a
community of learners. In this stimulus there is a strong
element of persuasion brought to bear upon each of us.
Competition is a healthy part of the learning experience so
long as humility accompanies the new synthesis which
emerges from the fusion of ideas.
Education in the Anabaptist/Christian tradition aims not
simply at the head but at the will in a deliberate attempt to
persuade persons to vital discipleship. We are educating
persons, not parrots, and in aiming at the will we
acknowledge first of all that it is the student's will which
we touch. The teacher does not seek to make the pupil's

Myron Augsburger

will an extension of his own, but to stimulate the pupil to
"will" the very best.
There is nothing cheap or second-rate in the life of faith.
In calling persons to discipleship we are persuading them to
involvement in the most meaningful quality of life and
service. While we may persuade some students by our own
emphasis or achievement to pursue a particular course in
graduate study, our greater satisfaction is in persuading
them to engage in Christian vocation, whatever their work
may be, to be agents of reconciliation between man and
God and between man and man.
Education with Christian priorities recognizes both
"discursive truth" (that of creation) and "evangelical truth"
(that of the Creator), and persuades the learner to be
involved honestly in both. A Christian college should prove
that sound learning and Christian discipleship belong
together, that the best education has a Christian perspective
at the center.
The Scripture affirms of man in creation that God has
"put all things under his feet." We are responsible for the
understanding and the care of His creation. But the study
of creation shows its perversion, and here man is to be
confronted with the truth of a redemption wrought by
God. We live by faith with respect to salvation and by
wisdom and intellectual pursuit with respect to creation.
There is a delicate balance to be achieved in what is here
proposed. On the one hand, if one emphasizes faith and
disparages liberal studies, the consequence is a Christian
anti-intellectualism. But on the other hand and equally, if
not more, dangerous is the elevation of reason to an
anti-Christian intellectualism. The Reformation took place
with a scholarly interrelation of discursive (or analytical)
truth, and evangelical (or Biblical) truth. The liberal arts
college and universities had their rise under this philosophy
until the Renaissance overcame the Reformation, and in the
nineteenth century the balance was lost as analytical truth
because the dominant motif of the academic community.
As the Anabaptists rejected the state church as a "fallen
church" so we reject any dominance of Renaissance
mentality and in true Reformation conviction seek a
Christian intellectualism which can be genuinely humane
without being a whit less faithful to evangelical truth. John
Wesley said, "Unite the pair so long disjoined: Knowledge
and vital piety; Learning and holiness... Truth and
love . . . "
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